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Abstract. Copulas are becoming an essential tool in analyzing data and knowing local copula
bounds with a fixed value of a given measure of association is turning into a prerequisite in the
early stage of exploratory data analysis. These bounds have been computed for Spearman’s rho,
Kendall’s tau, and Blomqvist’s beta. The importance of another two measures of association,
Spearman’s footrule and Gini’s gamma, has been reconfirmed recently. It is the main purpose
of this paper to fill in the gap and present the mentioned local bounds for these two measures
as well. It turns out that this is a quite non-trivial endeavor as the bounds are quasi-copulas
that are not copulas for certain values of the two measures. We also give relations between
these two measures of association and Blomqvist’s beta.
1. Introduction
In the study of complex systems it is of interest to synthesize the information coming from
different sources into a single output, which is either numerical or represented by a suitable
function, graph, etc. For instance, the copula representation has proved to be a suitable tool
to describe uncertain inputs in a probabilistic framework (see, e.g., [9, 30]) as well as in an
imprecise setting (see, e.g., [10, 37]). When seeking for a copula that fits given data best,
a practitioner would perform what is called an Exploratory Data Analysis. A possible way
to do that would be to go through the following steps: (1) starting with a plot of the data,
(2) measuring association, (3) testing exchangeability, (4) measuring for independence; and of
course, performing any additional test necessary depending on the situation, cf. [20, 21].
Step (2) may be seen as one of the reasons why it has become so popular recently to study local
Fre´chet-Hoeffding bounds of families of copulas with mutually related measures of concordance.
Some history of explorations connected to the kind of bounds can be found in [26, Sections
3&4]. In [38] theoretical aspects of local bounds are given, called there constrained bounds, and
studied in more details. In particular, the local bounds of sets of copulas having a fixed value
of Spearman’s rho, Kendall’s tau, respectively Blomqvist’s beta, have been worked out [32, 35].
On the other hand, the analogous question is still open for the Spearman’s footrule and Gini’s
gamma, two measures of association whose importance has recently been brought up in [19].
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We denote by C the set of all bivariate copulas and by I the interval r0, 1s Ď R. Some
transformations are naturally defined on C: The transpose of copula C will be denoted by Ct,
i.e., Ctpu, vq “ Cpv, uq. We denote by Cσ1 and Cσ2 the two reflections of a copula C defined by
Cσ1pu, vq “ v´Cp1´u, vq and Cσ2pu, vq “ u´Cpu, 1´vq (see [9, §1.7.3]), and by pC “ pCσ1qσ2
the survival copula of C.
Several orders can be introduced on C. Copula C is preceding D in the concordance order
if Cpu, vq ď Dpu, vq and pCpu, vq ď pDpu, vq for all pu, vq P I2 [23, Definition 2.4]. Copula C
is preceding D in the pointwise order if only Cpu, vq ď Dpu, vq for all pu, vq P I2. (See [30,
Definition 2.8.1] and [23, §2.11] for further details.) The concordance order and the pointwise
order coincide on the set of two-dimensional copulas. (See [22, §2.2.1] for a proof of this
statement.) Hence, we will simply refer to them as the order, and write C ď D for C,D P C if
Cpu, vq ď Dpu, vq for all pu, vq P I2. It is well known that C is a partially ordered set with respect
to the order, but not a lattice [36, Theorem 2.1], and that W pu, vq “ maxt0, u ` v ´ 1u and
Mpu, vq “ mintu, vu are the lower and the upper bound of all copulas, respectively. Copulas
W and M are called the Fre´chet-Hoeffding lower and upper bound, respectively. It was proved
in [36] that the set of all bivariate quasi-copulas is a complete lattice that is order isomorphic
to the Dedekind–MacNeille completion of the set of all bivariate copulas.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present preliminaries on measures of
concordance and on local bounds. Local bounds of the set of all copulas corresponding to a
fixed value of the Spearman’s footrule φ P r´1
2
, 1s are given in Section 4. So, Theorem 5 is one
of the two main results of the paper. The second main result is Theorem 7 presented in Section
5; the local bounds of the set of copulas that have the value of Gini’s gamma γ P r´1, 1s fixed
are determined there. Section 6 is devoted to comparison of these local bounds and Section
7 to the study of relations between the two measures of concordance and a third one, namely
Blomqvist’s beta.
2. Preliminaries on measures of concordance
A pair of random variables is concordant if larger values of the first variable are associated
with larger values of the second one, while smaller values of the first one are associated with
smaller values of the second. The opposite notion is the notion of discordance. A pair of
random variables is discordant if larger values of the first variable are associated with smaller
values of the second one, while smaller values of the first one are associated with larger values
of the second. With this in mind, we denote by Q (see [30, §5.1] or [9, §2.4]) the difference
of two probabilities Q “ P ppX1 ´ X2qpY1 ´ Y2q ą 0q ´ P ppX1 ´ X2qpY1 ´ Y2q ă 0q for a pair
of random vectors pX1, Y1q and pX2, Y2q. If the corresponding copulas are C1 and C2, then we
have
(1) Q “ QpC1, C2q “ 4
ż
I2
C2pu, vqdC1pu, vq ´ 1.
(See [30, Theorem 5.1.1].) Function Q is called the concordance function. It was introduced by
Kruskal [27]. This function has a number of useful properties [30, Corollary 5.1.2] and [26, §3]:
(Q1) It is symmetric in the two arguments: Q pC1, C2q “ Q pC2, C1q.
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(Q2) It is nondecreasing in each argument: If C1 ď C 11 and C2 ď C 12 then
Q pC1, C2q ď Q pC 11, C2q and Q pC1, C2q ď Q pC1, C 12q.
(Q3) It remains unchanged when both copulas are replaced by their survival copulas:
Q pC1, C2q “ Q
´ pC1, pC2¯.
(Q4) When both copulas are replaced by their reflected copulas the sign changes:
Q `Cσj1 , Cσj2 ˘ “ ´Q pC1, C2q for j “ 1, 2.
(Q5) It remains unchanged when both copulas are replaced by their transposed copulas:
Q pC1, C2q “ Q pCt1, Ct2q.
A mapping κ : C Ñ r´1, 1s is called a measure of concordance if it satisfies the following
properties (see [9, Definition 2.4.7]):
(C1) κpCq “ κpCtq for every C P C.
(C2) κpCq ď κpDq when C ď D.
(C3) κpMq “ 1.
(C4) κpCσ1q “ κpCσ2q “ ´κpCq.
(C5) If a sequence of copulas Cn, n P N, converges uniformly to C P C, then limnÑ8 κpCnq “
κpCq.
We will refer to property (C2) above simply by saying that a measure of concordance under
consideration is monotone.
Certain properties that are sometimes stated in definitions of a measure of concordance follow
from the properties listed above. Namely, a measure of concordance also satisfies the following
(see [26, §3] for further details):
(C6) κpΠq “ 0, where Π is the independence copula Πpu, vq “ uv.
(C7) κpW q “ ´1.
(C8) κpCq “ κp pCq for every C P C.
Because of their significance in statistical analysis, measures of concordance and their rela-
tives measures of association and measures of dependence are a classical topic of research. It was
Scarsini [39] who introduced formal axioms of a measure of concordance. Some of more recent
references on bivariate measures of concordance include [14, 15, 17, 28, 32, 33]. Their multivari-
ate generalization was studied e.g. in [2, 7, 42, 43]. For bivariate copulas the main measures
of concordance are naturally studied through symmetries that are a consequence of properties
(Q1), (Q3), (Q4) and (Q5) of the concordance function Q (see for instance [1, 12, 13]).
The four most commonly used measures of concordance of a copula C are Kendall’s tau,
Spearman’s rho, Gini’s gamma and Blomqvist’s beta. We refer to [28] for an extended definition
of a measure of concordance. If we replace Property (C4) by Property (C6) in the definition of
a measure of concordance, we get what Liebscher in [28] calls a weak measure of concordance.
Spearman’s footrule is an example of such a weak measure of concordance. The range of a
measure of concordance is the interval r´1, 1s, while the range of Spearman’s footrule is equal
to
“´1
2
, 1
‰
(see [43, §4]). The sets of all copulas where the bounds ´1
2
and 1 for Spearman’s
footrule are attained are given in [16], where also the generalization to multidimensional setting
d ě 3 is given.
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To simplify the discussion from now on, we include Spearman’s footrule when we talk about
measures of concordance in general thus omitting the word ’weak’. In formal statements of our
results we include the word ’weak’ for precision.
Statistical significance of all five measures of concordance is already well established. See
e.g. [30, Ch. 5] for Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho, and e.g. [6, 4, 19, 29, 43, 41] for Gini’s
gamma, Blomqvist’s beta and Spearman’s footrule. Nelsen [29] discusses the l1 nature of Gini’s
gamma and Spearman’s footrule as compared to l2 nature of Spearman’s rho. Spearman’s
footrule depends only on l1 distance of copula C to the upper bound M , while Gini’s gamma
depends on l1 distances to both bounds W and M [29]. All three measures of concordance that
we study are of degree one, while Spearman’s rho is of degree two [14].
In this paper, we will focus on Spearman’s footrule, Gini’s gamma, and, in the last section,
on their relation with Blomqvist’s beta. The first two of them may be defined in terms of the
concordance function Q. The Spearman’s footrule is defined by
(2) φpCq “ 1
2
p3QpC,Mq ´ 1q “ 6
ż 1
0
Cpt, tqdt´ 2
and Gini’s gamma by
(3) γpCq “ QpC,Mq `QpC,W q “ 4
ż 1
0
pCpt, tq ` Cpt, 1´ tqq dt´ 2.
On the other hand, Blomqvist’s beta is defined by
(4) βpCq “ 4C
ˆ
1
2
,
1
2
˙
´ 1.
(See [9, §2.4] and [30, Ch. 5].) Note that Gini’s gamma and Blomqvist’s beta are measures of
concordance, so (C1)-(C8) hold for them. On the other hand, only Properties (C4) and (C7)
do not hold for Spearman’s footrule. Property (C8) holds for it since
(5) φpCq “ 1
2
p3QpC,Mq ´ 1q “ 1
2
´
3Qp pC,xMq ´ 1¯ “ 1
2
´
3Qp pC,Mq ´ 1¯ “ φp pCq.
Here we used (Q3) and the fact that xM “M .
Gini’s gamma and Spearman’s footrule are related. In fact, Gini’s gamma is a symmetrized
version of Spearman’s footrule [34], since
(6) γpCq “ 2
3
pφpCq ´ φpCσiqq
for either i “ 1 or i “ 2. To show (6) we use (Q4) and the fact that W σi “M :
γpCq “ QpC,Mq `QpC,W q “ QpC,Mq ´QpCσi ,Mq “ 2
3
pφpCq ´ φpCσiqq .
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3. Preliminaries on local bounds
Besides the Fre´chet-Hoeffding upper and lower bound, which are global bounds for the or-
dered set of copulas, one often studies local bounds of certain subsets. Perhaps among the
first known examples of the kind is given in Theorem 3.2.3 of Nelsen’s book [30] (cf. also [32,
Theorem 1]), where the bounds of the set of copulas C P C with Cpa, bq “ d for fixed a, b P I
and d P rW pa, bq,Mpa, bqs are given. In general, if C0 is a set of copulas, we let
(7) C “ inf C0 and C “ sup C0.
In [32] the authors study the bounds for the set of copulas whose Kendall’s tau equals a given
number t P r´1, 1s and for the set of copulas whose Spearman’s rho equals a given number
t P r´1, 1s. In both cases the bounds are copulas that do not belong to the set. Similar bounds
for the set of copulas having a fixed value of Blomqvist’s beta were found in [35]. In [3] the
authors present the local bounds for the set of copulas having a fixed value of the degree of
non-exchangeability. In all these cases the bounds are again copulas. We know that this is not
true in general since the bound of a set of copulas may be a proper quasi-copula. This is true
in several cases considered in our paper.
Suppose that κ : C Ñ r´1, 1s is a given measure of concordance and that k P r´1, 1s is a
fixed value in the range of κ. Then we write
(8) Kk :“ tC P C |κpCq “ ku.
We denote by Kk “ inf Kk and Kk “ supKk the lower and the upper bound of (8), respectively.
The symmetries that the concordance function and measures of concordance posses imply
symmetries on the bounds [1, 12, 13].
Lemma 1. (a) Suppose that κ is at least a weak measure of concordance. Then the lower and
the upper bounds Kk and Kk are symmetric and radially symmetric:
Kkpa, bq “ Kkpb, aq and Kkpa, bq “ pKkpa, bq
and
Kkpa, bq “ Kkpb, aq and Kkpa, bq “ pKkpa, bq.
(b) If κ is a (proper) measure of concordance then also
Kσik pa, bq “ K´kpa, bq and Kσik pa, bq “ K ´kpa, bq
for i “ 1, 2.
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Proof. Suppose that κ satisfies Properties (C1) and (C8). Then for a copula C P C we have
C P Kk if and only if Ct P Kk, and C P Kk if and only if pC P Kk. So we conclude that
Kkpa, bq “ inf
CPKk
Cpa, bq
“ inf
CtPKk
Ctpa, bq
“ inf
CPKk
Cpb, aq
“ Kkpb, aq
and
Kkpa, bq “ inf
CPKk
Cpa, bq
“ inf
CPKk
pCpa, bq
“ inf
CPKk
pa` b´ 1` Cp1´ a, 1´ bqq
“ a` b´ 1` inf
CPKk
Cp1´ a, 1´ bq
“ a` b´ 1`K kp1´ a, 1´ bq
“ pK kpa, bq.
The equalities for the upper bound are proved analogously.
Suppose now that κ satisfies property (C4). Then for each i we have C P Kk if and only if
Cσi P K ´k. This implies that
Kkpa, bq “ inf
CPKk
Cpa, bq
“ inf
CPK´k
Cσ1pa, bq
“ inf
CPK´k
pb´ Cp1´ a, bqq
“ b´ sup
CPK´k
Cp1´ a, bq
“ b´K´kp1´ a, bq
“ Kσ1´kpa, bq.
The other equalities follow analogously. ˝
The notion maximal asymmetry function was introduced in [25, §2] following the ideas of
[24], its value at a fixed point pu, vq P I2 was computed as
d˚Fpu, vq “ sup
CPF
t|Cpu, vq ´ Cpv, uq|u,
where F Ď C is an arbitrary family of copulas. If F “ C, this supremum is attained since C is
a compact set by [9, Theorem 1.7.7]. Klement and Mesiar [24] and Nelsen [31] showed that
(9) d˚Cpu, vq “ mintu, v, 1´ u, 1´ v, |v ´ u|u.
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Figure 1. The graph of dC˚pu, vq.
In [26], extremal copulas where the asymmetry bounds are attained were introduced. Choose
pa, bq P I2 and a c P I such that 0 ď c ď dC˚pa, bq. Define C0 to be the set of all C such that
(10) Cpa, bq ´ Cpb, aq “ c.
Note that this set is nonempty since the set C is convex by [9, Theorem 1.4.5]. The local bounds
C and C of this set were computed in [26, Theorem 1]
(11) Cpa,bqc pu, vq “ maxtW pu, vq,mintd1, u´ a` d1, v ´ b` d1, u` v ´ a´ b` d1uu,
and
(12) C
pa,bq
c pu, vq “ mintMpu, vq,maxtd2, u´ b` d2, v ´ a` d2, u` v ´ a´ b` d2uu,
where
(13) d1 “ W pa, bq ` c,
and
(14) d2 “Mpa, bq ´ c.
Observe that c is small enough so that everywhere close to the boundary of the square I2 copula
W prevails in the definition of Cpa,bqc , and that copula M prevails close to the boundary of the
square I2 in the definition of C
pa,bq
c . Note that C
pa,bq
c and C
pa,bq
c are shuffles of M , compare [30,
§3.2.3] and [9, §3.6] (cf. also [31]), so they are automatically copulas. More precisely, as shuffles
of M they are rewritten as
Cpa,bqc “Mp4, tr0, a´ d1s, ra´ d1, as, ra, 1´ b` d1s, r1´ b` d1, 1su, p4, 2, 3, 1q,´1q
C
pa,bq
c “Mp4, tr0, d2s, rd2, bs, rb, a` b´ d2s, ra` b´ d2, 1su, p1, 3, 2, 4q, 1q,
(15)
where the last parameter on the righthand-side in the above expressions is a function f :
t1, 2, . . . , nu Ñ t´1, 1u which is in the first line of Equation (15) identically equal to ´1 and in
the second one identically equal to 1.
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It is also clear that Cpa,bqc satisfies Condition (10), since C
pa,bq
c pb, aq “ W pb, aq and Cpa,bqc pa, bq “
d1 “ W pa, bq ` c. The fact that Cpa,bqc satisfies this condition goes in a similar way using the
definition of d2. We have C
pa,bq
c pa, bq “Mpa, bq and Cpa,bqc pb, aq “ d2 “Mpa, bq ´ c.
Copulas Cpa,bqc and C
pa,bq
c can be considered for any c such that 0 ď c ď minta, b, 1´a, 1´ bu,
not necessarily c ď |b ´ a|. It turns out that they are exactly the minimal and the maximal
copulas with the property Cpa, bq “ d1 and Cpa, bq “ d2, respectively [30, Thm. 3.2.3]. Recall
that d1 and d2 are given by (13) and (14).
To compute the values of various measures of concordance of these copulas we need the values
of the concordance function Q introduced in Section 2 for various copulas such as W , M , and
Cpa,bqc , respectively C
pa,bq
c .
The following proposition is proved in [26, Propositions 4&5]. It was also pointed out there
that these results are symmetric with respect to the main diagonal and to the counter-diagonal
[26, Proposition 6].
Proposition 2. Let pa, bq P I2 and 0 ď c ď minta, b, 1´ a, 1´ bu. For copulas Cpa,bqc and Cpa,bqc
it holds:
(a) QpM,Cpa,bqc q “
“
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
0; if b ě d1 ` 12 ,
p2d1 ` 1´ 2bq2; if 12p1` d1q ď b ď d1 ` 12 , a ď b´ d1,
p1` d1 ´ a´ bqp1` 3d1 ` a´ 3bq; if 12p1` d1q ď b ď d1 ` 12 , a ě b´ d1,
d1p2` 3d1 ´ 4bq; if b ď 12p1` d1q, a ď b´ d1,
2d1p1` d1 ´ a´ bq ´ pa´ bq2; if d1 ě 2a´ 1, d1 ě 2b´ 1, d1 ě a´ b, d1 ě b´ a,
d1p2` 3d1 ´ 4aq; if a ď 12p1` d1q, b ď a´ d1,
p1` d1 ´ a´ bqp1` 3d1 ´ 3a` bq; if 12p1` d1q ď a ď d1 ` 12 , b ě a´ d1,
p2d1 ` 1´ 2aq2; if 12p1` d1q ď a ď d1 ` 12 , b ď a´ d1,
0; if a ě d1 ` 12 ,
(b) QpM,Cpa,bqc q “ 1´ 4pa´ d2qpb´ d2q,
(c) QpW,Cpa,bqc q “ 4d1p1´ a´ b` d1q ´ 1,
4. Local bounds for Spearman’s footrule
In this section we compute local bounds of the set of all copulas corresponding to a fixed
value of Spearman’s footrule φ P r´1
2
, 1s :
(16) Fφ :“ tC P C |φpCq “ φu.
We choose a point pa, bq in the interior of the unit square I2. We need to find the minimal and
maximal value of Cpa, bq for all copulas in Fφ.
Suppose now that C P Fφ and Cpa, bq “ d. By results of [26] it follows that
Cpa,bqc1 ď C ď C
pb,aq
c2
,
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where d “ Cpa,bqc1 pa, bq “ W pa, bq ` c1 and d “ C
pb,aq
c2
pa, bq “Mpa, bq ´ c2, so that
(17) c1 “ d´W pa, bq and c2 “Mpa, bq ´ d.
Here we prefer to view c “ cpdq as a function of d “ Cpa, bq. Note that c takes values on rc1, c2s.
Since concordance functions are monotone it follows that
f
a,b
pdq ď φpCq ď fa,bpdq,
where we write
(18) f
a,b
pdq “ φ
´
Cpa,bqc1
¯
“ φ
´
C
pa,bq
d´W pa,bq
¯
and
(19) fa,bpdq “ φ
´
C
pb,aq
c2
¯
“ φ
´
C
pb,aq
Mpa,bq´d
¯
.
Theorem 3. The pointwise infimum F φ of Fφ for φ P r´12 , 1s is given by
(20)
F φpa, bq “
#
1
2
´
a` b´
b
2
3
p1´ φq ` pb´ aq2
¯
; if b R t0, 1u, and 1´φ
6b
ď a ď 1´ 1´φ
6p1´bq ,
W pa, bq; otherwise,
for any pa, bq P I2.
Proof. Proposition 2(b) implies that function fa,b of (19) is given by
(21) fa,bpdq “ 32Q
´
M,C
pb,aq
c2
¯
´ 1
2
“ 1´ 6pa´ dqpb´ dq.
Since
(22) d “ Cpb,aqc2 pa, bq
it follows that W pa, bq ď d ď Mpa, bq. For such values of d, the expression on the right-hand
side of (21) is increasing in d since its maximum is achieved at 1
2
pa` bq that is greater or equal
to Mpa, bq. Thus, the minimal possible value of fa,bpdq is achieved when d “ W pa, bq. Then,
we have
fa,b pW pa, bqq “
"
1´ 6ab; if a` b ď 1,
1´ 6p1´ aqp1´ bq; if a` b ě 1.
For function fa,b : rW pa, bq,Mpa, bqs Ñ rfa,b pW pa, bqq , 1s we need to find its inverse. If for a
given value φ P “´1
2
, 1
‰
it holds that φ ď fa,b pW pa, bqq, then we take d “ W pa, bq. Otherwise,
we take the inverse of the expression (21), i.e.
(23) d “ 1
2
˜
a` b´
c
2
3
p1´ φq ` pb´ aq2
¸
.
The inequality φ ě fa,b pW pa, bqq gives us the condition
b R t0, 1u, and 1´ φ
6b
ď a ď 1´ 1´ φ
6p1´ bq .
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We conclude that the required lower bound is given by (20). ˝
Corollary 4. Suppose that F φ is the infimum given in Theorem 3. Then:
(1) F φ is a copula for every φ P
“´1
2
, 1
‰
.
(2) We have F ´ 1
2
“ W and F 1 “M , while for every φ P
`´1
2
, 1
˘
the copula F φ is different
from Fre´chet-Hoeffding lower and upper bounds W and M . It has a singular component
distributed on graphs of hyperbolas
ab “ 1´ φ
6
and p1´ aqp1´ bq “ 1´ φ
6
for a P r1
2
´ `pφq, 1
2
` `pφqs and on the anti-diagonal a` b “ 1 for other a P I. Here, we
write `pφq “ 1
6
a
3p1` 2φq. The absolutely continuous part of F φ is distributed inside
the region enclosed by both hyperbolas. (See Figure 2.)
(3) F φ is increasing in φ (in the concordance order).
(4) F φ is symmetric and radially symmetric: F φpa, bq “ F φpb, aq and F φpa, bq “ pF φpa, bq.
(5) For φ P `´1
2
, 1
˘
, copula F φ is not a member of Fφ, but it holds that φ
`
F φ
˘ ă φ. (See
Figure 4.)
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of F φ for φ “ ´14 , 14 , (first row), and φ “ 34 , 0.99 (second row).
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Proof. From (20) we see that F ´ 1
2
“ W and F 1 “M . Assume now that φ P
`´1
2
, 1
˘
. To prove
that F φ is a copula we use [8, Thm. 2.1]. (See [8] for the definitions of Dini’s derivatives as
well.) For fixed b the righthand side upper Dini derivative of F φpa, bq is
(24) D`F φpa, bq “
$’’’&’’’%
0; if b “ 0 or b ą 0 and a ă min  1´ b, 1´φ
6b
(
,
1
2
ˆ
1` b´a?
2
3
p1´φq`pb´aq2
˙
; if b R t0, 1u, and 1´φ
6b
ď a ă 1´ 1´φ
6p1´bq ,
1; otherwise.
For pa, bq P I2 such that 1´φ
6b
ă a ă 1´ 1´φ
6p1´bq , we have
(25)
B2
BaBbF φpa, bq “
2
3
p1´ φq`
2
3
p1´ φq ` pb´ aq2˘ 32 .
Since the second derivative in (25) is positive and the Dini derivative in (24) has a positive
jump at points on the graphs of hyperbolas
ab “ 1´ φ
6
and p1´ aqp1´ bq “ 1´ φ
6
for a P r1
2
´ `pφq, 1
2
` `pφqs or on the anti-diagonal a ` b “ 1 for other a P I, it follows that
statements in (1) and (2) hold.
The derivative with respect to φ of the expression on the righthand side of (23) is positive
for φ P `´1
2
, 1
˘
. Thus (3) follows.
Statement (4) is a special case of Lemma 1.
Finally, we have φpF φq “ 6
ş1
0
F φpt, tq dt ´ 2 “ 2 ´ φ ´
a
6p1´ φq, which is less then φ for
φ P `´1
2
, 1
˘
. So, (5) holds as well. ˝
The computation of the upper bound F φ is done using the opposite bounds to the ones that
were used in the above proof. However, the computation is much more involved and it requires
a careful analysis of several cases depending on φ. We divide the unit square in several areas.
With increasing value of φ their shapes evolve and they disappear one after another. (See
Figure 3.)
We define the areas in the unit square as
∆1φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ď 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
, b ě 1
2
ˆ
1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
b ď a` 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙*
∆2φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ď 1
2
ˆ
1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
1
3
´
2b´ 1`ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď a ď 1
3
´
b` 1´ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯*
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∆3φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ě 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
1
3
´
a` 1`ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď b ď 1
3
´
2a` 2´ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯*
∆4φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; 1
3
´
b` 1´ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď a ď 1
3
´
b` 1`ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
1
3
´
a` 1´ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď b ď 1
3
´
a` 1`ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
a ď
c
2
3
p1´ φq ´ pb´ 1q2, b ď
c
2
3
p1´ φq ´ pa´ 1q2
*
∆5φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ě 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
1
3
´
b` 1`ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď a ď 1
3
´
2b` 2´ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯*
∆6φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ď 1
2
ˆ
1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
1
3
´
2a´ 1`ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ď b ď 1
3
´
a` 1´ap2a´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯*
∆7φ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ď 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
, a ě 1
2
ˆ
1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
b ě a´ 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙*
Notice that for φ close to ´1
2
all these areas are nonempty. When φ increases some of the
areas vanish. More precisely, all the areas are nonempty for φ P r´1
2
, ´1
3
s. For φ “ ´1
2
area
∆4φ is reduced to the main diagonal. For φ P
`´1
3
, ´1
5
‰
only areas ∆1φ and ∆
7
φ are empty. For
φ P `´1
5
, 1
4
‰
only area ∆4φ is nonempty. For φ P
`
1
4
, 1
‰
all the areas are empty. In Figure 3
this dynamics is illustrated by the regionplots of the areas for φ “ ´1
2
,´2
5
(first row), and
φ “ ´ 32
100
, 0 (second row).
Next, we define functions of φ depending on pa, bq on these areas. Since they are, for a fixed
value of pa, bq, inverses of f
a,b
pdq we chose to denote them by δia,bpφq. They are
δ1a,bpφq “ 12
ˆ
2b´ 1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
,
δ2a,bpφq “ 13
´
2b´ 1`ap1´ 2bq2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
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Figure 3. Regionplots of the areas ∆1φ, . . . ,∆
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φ for φ “ ´12 ,´25 ,´ 32100 , 0.
δ3a,bpφq “ 13
´
a` 3b´ 2`ap1´ 2aq2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
δ4a,bpφq “ 12
˜
a` b´ 1`
c
3pb´ aq2 ` p1´ 2aqp1´ 2bq ` 2
3
p1` 2φq
¸
,
δ5a,bpφq “ 13
´
3a` b´ 2`ap1´ 2bq2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
δ6a,bpφq “ 13
´
2a´ 1`ap1´ 2aq2 ` 1` 2φ¯ ,
δ7a,bpφq “ 12
ˆ
2a´ 1`
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
.
We are now ready to state one of our main results.
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Theorem 5. The pointwise supremum F φ of Fφ for any φ P r´12 , 1s and for any pa, bq P I2 is
given by
(26) F φpa, bq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
δ1a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆1φ,
δ2a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆2φ,
δ3a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆3φ,
δ4a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆4φ,
δ5a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆5φ,
δ6a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆6φ,
δ7a,bpφq; if pa, bq P ∆7φ,
Mpa, bq; otherwise.
Before we give the proof we gather some observations in the following corollary:
Corollary 6. Suppose that F φ is the supremum given in Theorem 5. Then:
(1) We have F´ 1
2
is a shuffle of M , i.e., F´ 1
2
“ Mp2, tr0, 1
2
s, r1
2
, 1su, p2, 1q, 1q and F φ “ M
for φ P “1
4
, 1
‰
.
(2) For φ P `´1
2
, 1
4
˘
the bound F φ is not a copula, but a proper quasi-copula.
(3) F φ is increasing in φ (in the concordance order on quasicopulas).
(4) F φ is symmetric and radially symmetric: F φpa, bq “ F φpb, aq and F φpa, bq “ pF φpa, bq.
(5) If we extend the weak measure of concordance φ to any quasicopula Q by defining
φpQq “ 6
ż 1
0
Qpt, tqdt´ 2
then we have φ
`
F φ
˘ ă φ for all φ P p0, 1q. (See Figure 4.)
-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
Figure 4. Graphs of values of φpF φq (orange) and φpF φq (green).
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Proof. First notice that F φ equals the Fre´chet-Hoeffding upper bound M for any φ P r14 , 1s,
since then all the regions ∆iφ disappear. If φ “ ´12 , then F φ is a shuffle of M , namely F´ 12 “
Mp2, tr0, 1
2
s, r1
2
, 1su, p2, 1q, 1q. For any φ P p´1
2
, 1
4
q, the point p1
2
, 1
2
q lies inside the area ∆4φ and
the second derivative
B2δ4a,bpφq
BaBb at the point p12 , 12q equals ´
?
3
2
?
4φ`2 ă 0. Therefore, [9, Thm. 2.1]
implies that F φ is not a copula. So, (1) and (2) hold.
A careful analysis that we omit shows that F φ is an increasing function of φ, as (3) asserts.
Statement (4) is a consequence of Lemma 1.
A rather technical calculation shows that
φpF φq “
" 1
2
`
2´?3´ 12φ` p1` 2φq log `3`?3´ 12φ˘˘ ; if ´ 1
2
ď φ ď 1
4
,
1; otherwise.
So (5) holds (see Figure 4). ˝
In the Figure 5 we give the 3D plots of the quasicopulas F φ for φ “ ´25 , ´ 32100 and 0.
We remark that the set F1 consists of M only, while F´ 1
2
consist of all copulas C such that
C ď F´ 1
2
since φ is monotone. This is a special case of a result of Fuchs and McCord [16].
Proof. of Theorem 5. The pointwise supremum F φ is symmetric and radially symmetric by
Lemma 1. Thus we may assume that the point pa, bq lies in the triangle ∆ “ tpa, bq P I2; a ď
b, a` b ď 1u.
Now, we use Proposition 2 to show that for pa, bq P ∆ we have
f
a,b
pdq “ φ
´
C
pa,bq
d´W pa,bq
¯
“ 3
2
Q
´
M,Cpa,bqc1
¯
´ 1
2
“
“
$’’’&’’’%
´1
2
; if b ě d` 1
2
,
f 1a,bpdq; if 12p1` dq ď b ď d` 12 , b ě a` d,
f 2a,bpdq; if a` d ď b ď 12p1` dq,
f 4a,bpdq; if b ď 12p1` dq, b ď a` d.
,
(27)
where
f 1a,bpdq “ 32 p2d` 1´ 2bq
2 ´ 1
2
,
f 2a,bpdq “ 32d p2` 3d´ 4bq ´
1
2
,
f 4a,bpdq “ 3d p1` d´ a´ bq ´ 32 pb´ aq
2 ´ 1
2
.
Since d “ Cpa,bqc1 pa, bq it follows that W pa, bq “ 0 ď d ď Mpa, bq “ a. For such values of d
the expression on the right-hand side of (27) is increasing in d and thus, the maximal possible
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Figure 5. Graphs of quasicopulas F φ for φ “ ´25 , ´ 32100 and 0.
value of f
a,b
pdq is achieved when d “ a. Then, we have
f
a,b
paq “
$’’’&’’’%
´1
2
; if b ě a` 1
2
,
6pb´ aq2 ´ 6pb´ aq ` 1; if 1
2
p1` aq ď b ď a` 1
2
,
3
2
a p3a´ 4b` 2q ´ 1
2
; if 2a ď b ď 1
2
p1` aq,
1´ 3
2
ppa´ 1q2 ` b2q ; if b ď 2a.
For the function f
a,b
: r0, as Ñ r´1
2
, fa,bpaqs we need to find its inverse. If for a given value
φ P “´1
2
, 1
‰
it holds that φ ě f
a,b
paq, we take d “ a “Mpa, bq. Otherwise, we take the inverses
of the expressions for f ia,b which are δ
i
a,bpφq for i “ 1, 2, 4. The inequality φ ě fa,bpaq gives us
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the area"
pa, bq P ∆;
ˆ
b ě a` 1
2
ˆ
1´
?
3
3
a
1` 2φ
˙
and b ě 1
2
p1` aq
˙
orˆ
a ď 1
3
´
2b´ 1`ap2b´ 1q2 ` 1` 2φ¯ and 2a ď b ď 1
2
p1` aq
˙
or˜
b ě
c
2
3
p1´ φq ´ pa´ 1q2 and b ď 2a
¸*
which is equal to the area ∆zp∆1φ Y ∆2φ Y ∆4φq. Careful consideration of areas where each
of the expressions δia,bpφq is valid gives us the areas ∆iφ X ∆ for i “ 1, 2, 4. Now, we reflect
the expressions δ1a,bpφq, δ2a,bpφq, δ4a,bpφq over the main diagonal and over the counter-diagonal to
obtain the expressions δ1a,bpφq, . . . , δ7a,bpφq. The areas where they are valid are the reflections of
the areas ∆1φ X∆,∆2φ X∆,∆4φ X∆ over the main diagonal and over the counter-diagonal, i.e.,
the areas ∆1φ, . . . ,∆
7
φ.
We conclude that the required upper bound is given by (26). The detailed calculations of
the functions and their domains were done with a help of Wolfram Mathematica software [44].
˝
5. Local bounds for Gini’s gamma
In this section we compute the local bounds for Gini’s gamma. For each value γ P r´1, 1s we
write
(28) Gγ :“ tC P C | γpCq “ γu.
Our aim is to find the upper and lower bound of Gγ. We denote by Gγpa, bq the pointwise
infimum of Gγ and by Gγpa, bq the pointwise supremum of Gγ. The computation of the upper
bound of Gγ is done in a way that is similar to the one used for the upper bound of Fφ in the
previous section. The lower bound of Gγ is then obtained using the symmetries that hold for
Gini’s gamma and are proved in Lemma 1. Part (b) of Lemma 1 does not hold for Spearman’s
footrule, so the argument there had to be different. The reason is the fact that Spearman’s
footrule is only a weak measure of concordance while Gini’s gamma is a measure of concordance.
Now, we fix a value γ P r´1, 1s and we choose a point pa, bq in the interior of the unit square
I2. We will find the minimal and maximal value of Cpa, bq for all copulas in Gγ. Suppose that
C P Gγ and Cpa, bq “ d. By results of [26] it follows that
Cpa,bqc1 ď C ď C
pb,aq
c2
.
Recall that d “ Cpa,bqc1 pa, bq “ W pa, bq` c1 and d “ C
pb,aq
c2
pa, bq “Mpa, bq´ c2 and so (17) holds.
Since concordance functions are monotone it follows that
g
a,b
pdq ď γpCq ď ga,bpdq,
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where we write
(29) g
a,b
pdq “ γ
´
Cpa,bqc1
¯
“ γ
´
C
pa,bq
d´W pa,bq
¯
and
(30) ga,bpdq “ γ
´
C
pb,aq
c2
¯
“ γ
´
C
pb,aq
Mpa,bq´d
¯
.
First, we compute the upper bound Gγpa, bq. To simplify the expressions we introduce some
new notation. We divide the unit square in several areas depending on the value of γ P r´1, 1s.
The shapes of these regions evolve and they vanish one after another with increasing value of
γ. The dynamics can be observed in Figure 6. We define the areas in the unit square as
Ω1γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ď 1
2
,
1
2
ˆ
1` 1` γ
1´ 2a
˙
ď b ď 1´ 1` γ
4a
*
Ω2γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ď 1
2
ˆ
1` 1` γ
1´ 2a
˙
, p1` 2a´ 2bq2 ` 4ap1´ bq ě 1` γ,
b ě 1
3
ˆ
a` 1` 1
2
ap2a´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , b ě 1
4
ˆ
6a´ 1` 1` γ
1´ 2a
˙*
Ω3γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ď 1
3
ˆ
a` 1` 1
2
ap2a´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , b ď 1
8
ˆ
3a` 6´ 1` γ
a
˙
,
a ď 1
11
´
3` 5b´a9p2b´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯*
Ω4γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ě 1
3
ˆ
b` 1´ 1
2
ap2b´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , a ě 1
8
ˆ
3b´ 1` 1` γ
1´ b
˙
,
b ě 1
11
´
3` 5a`a9p2a´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯*
Ω5γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; 1
11
´
3` 5b´a9p2b´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯ ď a ď 1
11
´
3` 5b`a9p2b´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯ ,
1
11
´
3` 5a´a9p2a´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯ ď b ď 1
11
´
3` 5a`a9p2a´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯ ,
b ď ´2a`a3apa` 2q ´ p1` γq, a ď ´2b`a3bpb` 2q ´ p1` γq*
Ω6γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ě 1
3
ˆ
a` 1´ 1
2
ap2a´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , b ě 1
8
ˆ
3a´ 1` 1` γ
1´ a
˙
,
a ě 1
11
´
3` 5b`a9p2b´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯*
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Ω7γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ď 1
3
ˆ
b` 1` 1
2
ap2b´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , a ď 1
8
ˆ
3b` 6´ 1` γ
b
˙
,
b ď 1
11
´
3` 5a´a9p2a´ 1q2 ` 11p1` γq¯*
Ω8γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; a ď 1
2
ˆ
1` 1` γ
1´ 2b
˙
, p1´ 2a` 2bq2 ` 4bp1´ aq ě 1` γ,
a ě 1
3
ˆ
b` 1` 1
2
ap2b´ 1q2 ` 3p1` γq˙ , a ě 1
4
ˆ
6b´ 1` 1` γ
1´ 2b
˙*
Ω9γ “
"
pa, bq P I2; b ď 1
2
,
1
2
ˆ
1` 1` γ
1´ 2b
˙
ď a ď 1´ 1` γ
4b
*
Notice that for γ close to ´1 all these areas are nonempty. When γ increases some of the
areas vanish. More precisely, all the areas are nonempty for γ P r´1, ´3
4
s. For γ “ ´1 area
Ω5γ is reduced to the main diagonal and the areas Ω
2
γ and Ω
8
γ are reduced to unions of two
perpendicular line segments on the lines a “ 1
2
, b “ 1
2
. For γ P `´3
4
, ´4
9
‰
only areas Ω1γ and Ω
9
γ
are empty. For γ P `´4
9
, ´ 4
13
‰
the areas Ω1γ, Ω
2
γ, Ω
8
γ and Ω
9
γ are empty. For γ P
`´ 4
13
, 1
2
‰
only
area Ω5γ is nonempty. For γ P
`
1
2
, 1
‰
all the areas are empty. In Figure 6 we give the regionplots
of the areas for γ “ ´1,´24
25
,´4
5
, (first row), and γ “ ´ 7
10
,´ 43
100
, 0 (second row).
We also define functions of γ depending on pa, bq on these areas. Note that for a fixed value
of pa, bq they are inverses of g
a,b
. They are
ω1a,bpγq “ 12
´
a` b´ 1`apa` b´ 1q2 ` 1` γ¯ ,
ω2a,bpγq “ 14
´
a` 3b´ 2`apa` b´ 1q2 ` p1´ 2aqp1´ 2bq ` 2p1` γq¯ ,
ω3a,bpγq “ 17
´
2a` 4b´ 3`ap2a` 4b´ 3q2 ` 7p1` γq¯ ,
ω4a,bpγq “ 17
´
3a` 5b´ 4`ap4a` 2b´ 3q2 ` 7p1` γq¯ ,
ω5a,bpγq “ 12
ˆ
a` b´ 1`
?
3
3
a
5pa` b´ 1q2 ´ 2p1´ 2aqp1´ 2bq ` 2p1` γq
˙
,
ω6a,bpγq “ 17
´
5a` 3b´ 4`ap2a` 4b´ 3q2 ` 7p1` γq¯ ,
ω7a,bpγq “ 17
´
4a` 2b´ 3`ap4a` 2b´ 3q2 ` 7p1` γq¯ ,
ω8a,bpγq “ 14
´
3a` b´ 2`apa` b´ 1q2 ` p1´ 2aqp1´ 2bq ` 2p1` γq¯ .
We are now ready to state one of our main results.
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Figure 6. Regionplots of the areas Ω1γ, . . . ,Ω
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γ for γ “ ´1,´2425 ,´45 ,´ 710 ,´ 43100 , 0.
Theorem 7. The pointwise supremum Gγ of Gγ for any γ P r´1, 1s and for any pa, bq P I2 is
given by
(31) Gγpa, bq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ω1a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω1γ Y Ω9γ,
ω2a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω2γ,
ω3a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω3γ,
ω4a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω4γ,
ω5a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω5γ,
ω6a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω6γ,
ω7a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω7γ,
ω8a,bpγq; if pa, bq P Ω8γ,
Mpa, bq; otherwise.
Before we give the proof we gather some observations:
Corollary 8. Suppose that Gγ is the supremum given in Theorem 7. Then:
(1) We have G´1 “ W and Gγ “M for γ P r12 , 1s.
(2) For any γ P p´1, 0q the supremum Gγ is not a copula, but a proper quasi-copula.
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(3) For any γ P r0, 1
2
q the supremum Gγ is a copula that is different from Fre´chet-Hoeffding
lower and upper bounds W and M . It is singular. Its absolutely continuous part is
distributed inside the bounded region enclosed by the graphs of hyperbolas ω5a,b “ a and
ω5a,b “ b (as functions of a and b). Its singular component is distributed on the boundary
of the region and on the two segments of the diagonal a “ b outside the region. (See
Figure 8.)
(4) Gγ is increasing in γ (in the concordance order on quasi-copulas).
(5) Gγ is symmetric and radially symmetric.
(6) If we extend the measure of concordance γ to any quasi-copula Q by defining
(32) γpQq “ 4
ż 1
0
pQpt, tq `Qpt, 1´ tqq dt´ 2
then γ
`
Gγ
˘ ą γ for all γ P p´1, 1q. (See Figure 11.)
Proof. First notice that Gγ equals the Fre´chet-Hoeffding upper bound M for any γ P r12 , 1s,
since then all the regions Ωiγ disappear. If γ “ ´1, then G´1 “ W . For any γ P p´1, 0q the
point
´
1
2
´
1´
?
3
3
?
1´ 2γ
¯
, 1
2
´
1´
?
3
3
?
1´ 2γ
¯¯
lies in the lower left corner of the area Ω5γ and
the mixed second derivative
B2ω5a,bpγq
BaBb at this point has its value equal to
γ
3
ă 0, so the mixed
second derivative is negative also inside the area Ω5γ due to continuity. Therefore, [9, Thm. 2.1]
implies that Gγ is not a copula for γ P p´1, 0q. So, (1) and (2) hold.
Next, assume that γ P r0, 1
2
q. Observe that only the area Ω5γ has nonempty interior for such
γ and so
Gγpa, bq “
"
ω5a,bpγq if pa, bq P Ω5γ,
Mpa, bq; otherwise.
Also, note that Ω5γ is the area bounded by the graphs of hyperbolas ω
5
a,b “ a and ω5a,b “ b. To
prove that Gγ is a copula we use [8, Thm. 2.1]. (See [8] for the definitions of Dini’s derivatives
as well.) For fixed b the righthand side upper Dini derivative of Gγpa, bq is
(33) D`Gγpa, bq “
$’’’&’’’%
0; if 0 ď a ď mintb, ω5a,bpγqu,
1
2
ˆ
1`
?
3p5a`b´3q
3
?
5pa`b´1q2´2p1´2aqp1´2bq`2p1`γq
˙
; if a is such that pa, bq P Ω5γ,
1; otherwise.
For a P I such that pa, bq is in the interior of Ω5γ, we have
(34)
B2
BaBbGγpa, bq “
?
3p6a` 6b´ 12ab´ 2` γq
3 p5pa` b´ 1q2 ´ 2p1´ 2aqp1´ 2bq ` 2p1` γqq 32
.
The diagonal points of Ω5γ have coordinates
1
2
˘
?
3
6
?
1´ 2γ. The second derivative in (34) is
positive on the square r1
2
´
?
3
6
?
1´ 2γ, 1
2
`
?
3
6
?
1´ 2γs2 since the value of 6a`6b´12ab´2`γ
is positive there and Ω5γ is contained in the square. The Dini derivative (33) has a positive jump
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at points on the boundary of the region that is enclosed by the graphs of hyperbolas ω5a,b “ a
and ω5a,b “ b and on the two segments of the diagonal a “ b outside the region. So, it follows
that statement (3) holds.
A careful analysis that we omit shows that Gγ is an increasing function of γ, as (4) asserts.
Statement (5) is a consequence of Lemma 1.
A technical calculation shows that (6) holds (see Figure 11 that was drawn using the Math-
ematica software [44]). ˝
In Figure 7 we give the 3D plot of the quasicopulas Gγ for γ “ ´78 ,´35 ,´ 213 . In Figure 8 we
give the scatterplots of the copulas Gγ for γ “ 0, 14 .
Figure 7. Graphs of quasicopulas Gγ for γ “ ´78 ,´35 ,´ 213
Proof. of Theorem 7. Due to Lemma 1 (a) we may assume that the point pa, bq lies in the
triangle ∆ “ tpa, bq P I2; a ď b, a ` b ď 1u. We use Proposition 2 to show that for pa, bq P ∆
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Figure 8. Scatterplots of copulas Gγ for γ “ 0, 14
we have
g
a,b
pdq “ γ
´
C
pa,bq
d´W pa,bq
¯
“ Q
´
M,Cpa,bqc1
¯
`Q
´
W,Cpa,bqc1
¯
“
“
$’’’&’’’%
g1a,bpdq; if b ě d` 12 ,
g2a,bpdq; if 12p1` dq ď b ď d` 12 , b ě a` d,
g3a,bpdq; if a` d ď b ď 12p1` dq,
g5a,bpdq; if b ď 12p1` dq, b ď a` d.
,
(35)
where
g1a,bpdq “ 4d p1´ a´ b` dq ´ 1,
g2a,bpdq “ p1´ 2b` 2dq2 ` 4dp1´ a´ b` dq ´ 1,
g3a,bpdq “ d p6´ 4a´ 8b` 7dq ´ 1,
g5a,bpdq “ 6d p1´ a´ b` dq ´ pa´ bq2 ´ 1.
Since d “ Cpa,bqc1 pa, bq it follows that W pa, bq “ 0 ď d ď Mpa, bq “ a. For such values of d
the expression on the right-hand side of (35) is increasing in d and thus, the maximal possible
value of g
a,b
pdq is achieved when d “ a. Then, we have
g
a,b
paq “
$’’’&’’’%
4ap1´ bq ´ 1; if b ě a` 1
2
,
p1` 2a´ 2bq2 ` 4ap1´ bq ´ 1; if 1
2
p1` aq ď b ď a` 1
2
,
ap6` 3a´ 8bq ´ 1; if 2a ď b ď 1
2
p1` aq,
6ap1´ bq ´ pa´ bq2 ´ 1; if b ď 2a.
For the function g
a,b
: r0, as Ñ r´1, g
a,b
paqs we need to find its inverse. If for a given value
γ P r´1, 1s it holds that γ ě g
a,b
paq, we take d “ a “Mpa, bq. Otherwise, we take the inverses
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Figure 9. Graphs of quasicopulas Gγ for γ “ 213 , 35 , 78 .
of the expressions for gia,b which are ω
i
a,bpφq for i “ 1, 2, 3, 5. The inequality γ ě ga,bpaq gives us
the area"
pa, bq P ∆;
ˆ
b ě 1´ 1` γ
4a
and b ě a` 1
2
˙
orˆ
p1` 2a´ 2bq2 ` 4ap1´ bq ď 1` γ and 1
2
p1` aq ď b ď a` 1
2
˙
orˆ
b ě 1
8
ˆ
3a` 6´ 1` γ
a
˙
and 2a ď b ď 1
2
p1` aq
˙
or´
b ě ´2a`a3apa` 2q ´ p1` γq and b ď 2a¯*
which is equal to the area ∆zpΩ1γ Y Ω2γ Y Ω3γ Y Ω5γq. Careful consideration of areas where each
of the expressions ωia,bpγq is valid gives us the areas Ωiγ X ∆ for i “ 1, 2, 3, 5. Now, we reflect
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the expressions ω1a,bpγq, ω2a,bpγq, ω3a,bpγq, ω5a,bpγq over the main diagonal and over the counter-
diagonal to obtain the expressions ω1a,bpγq, . . . , ω8a,bpγq. The areas where they are valid are the
reflections of the areas Ω1γ X∆,Ω2γ X∆,Ω3γ X∆,Ω5γ X∆ over the main diagonal and over the
counter-diagonal, i.e., the areas Ω1γ, . . . ,Ω
9
γ.
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Figure 10. Scatterplots of copulas Gγ for γ “ ´14 , 0.
We conclude that the required upper bound is given by (31). The detailed calculations of
the functions and their domains were done with a help of using Wolfram Mathematica software
[44]. ˝
A direct consequence of Lemma 1 (b) is the following corollary.
Corollary 9. The pointwise infimum Gγ of Gγ for any γ P r´1, 1s is given by reflecting point-
wise supremum G´γ with respect to either variable, i.e.
Gγpa, bq “ a´G´γpa, 1´ bq “ b´G´γp1´ a, bq.
Further observations then follow directly by Corollary 8.
Corollary 10. Suppose that Gγ is the infimum given in Corollary 9. Then:
(1) We have G1 “M and Gγ “ W for γ P r´1,´12s.
(2) For any γ P p0, 1q the infimum Gγ is not a copula, but a proper quasi-copula.
(3) For any γ P p´1
2
, 0s the infimum Gγ is a copula that is different from Fre´chet-Hoeffding
lower and upper bounds W and M . It is singular. Its absolutely continuous part is
distributed inside the bounded region enclosed by the graphs of hyperbolas ω51´a,b “ 1´ a
and ω5a,1´b “ 1´b (as functions of a and b). Its singular component is distributed on the
boundary of the region and on the two segments of the anti-diagonal a ` b “ 1 outside
the region. (See Figure 10.)
(4) Gγ is increasing in γ (in the concordance order on quasi-copulas).
(5) Gγ is symmetric and radially symmetric.
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Figure 11. Graphs of values of γpGγq (orange) and γpGγq (green).
(6) If we extend the measure of concordance γ to any quasi-copula Q by (32) then γ
`
Gγ
˘ ă γ
for all γ P p´1, 1q. (See Figure 11.)
6. Comparison of local bounds
In this section we give a comparison of effectiveness of bounds for Spearman’s footrule and
Gini’s gamma and compare them with respect to the same bounds for Kendall’s tau, Spearman’s
rho in Blomqvist’s beta given by Nelsen and U´beda-Flores in [35].
Suppose that κ : C Ñ r´1, 1s is a given measure of concordance, k a fixed value in the range
of κ and that Kk and Kk are the lower and the upper bound of (8), respectively. Then the
effectiveness of κ is measured by the function [35]
(36) mκpkq “ 1´ 6
ż ż
I2
ˇˇ
Kk ´Kk
ˇˇ
du dv.
Here, the double integral represents the volume between the upper and lower local bound, and
it is scaled so that mκpkq “ 0 means there is no improvement on the bound, i. e., Kk “ M
and Kk “ W , and mκpkq “ 1 means that the two bounds coincide. In the two tables below we
give the values for mκpkq for κ “ φ and κ “ γ.
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value of k mφpkq
-0.5 0.750000
-0.4 0.371787
-0.3 0.224420
-0.2 0.135153
-0.1 0.081954
0.0 0.057442
0.1 0.056900
0.2 0.076330
0.3 0.110799
0.4 0.156211
0.5 0.214611
0.6 0.289477
0.7 0.386017
0.8 0.513017
0.9 0.688886
1.0 1.000000
Table 1. Values of the effectiveness function for Spearman’s footrule.
For Gini’s gamma the effectiveness function mγ is an even function by Corollary 9, so we
give its values for k P r0, 1s only.
value of k mγpkq
0.0 0.058100
0.1 0.063342
0.2 0.079163
0.3 0.105828
0.4 0.143838
0.5 0.194210
0.6 0.258733
0.7 0.342242
0.8 0.456493
0.9 0.631958
1.0 1.000000
Table 2. Values of the effectiveness function for Gini’s gamma.
A comparison of values in Tables 1 and 2 with those given in [35, Table 1] shows that Spearman’s
footrule and Gini’s gamma have higher values of the effectiveness function, so their bounds are
stricter, as compared to Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau. Blomqvist’s beta, however, has
highest values for all k considered except for values of k very close to 1.
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Figure 12. Graphs of effectiveness functions of Spearman’s footrule (left) and
Gini’s gamma (right).
7. Spearman’s footrule and Gini’s gamma vs. Blomqvist’s beta
In this section we give the exact regions of possible pairs of values pκpCq, βpCqq, C P C, where
κ is either Spearman’s footrule or Gini’s gamma. Historically, a possible region of pairs of values
of a pair of measure of concordance was studied first for Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau. In
1950s it was considered by Daniels, Durbin and Stuart, and Kruskal [5, 11, 27] (see also [30,
§5.1.3]), and later by other authors e. g. in [5, 11, 15, 18, 27]. The exact region of possible pairs
of values pρpCq, τpCqq was given recently in [40]. For other pairs of measures of concordance we
are aware only of the exact regions of possible pairs pκpCq, βpCqq for κ P tρ, τ, γu that are stated
by Nelsen as Exercise 5.17 of [30] with a hint of a proof. Our proof for the exact region between
Gini’s gamma and Blomqvist’s beta uses results of our previous section and it is different from
the one suggested in [30]. The exact region for Spearman’s footrule and Blomqvist’s beta seems
to be new.
Theorem 11. Let C be any copula.
(a) If φpCq “ φ for some φ P
„
´1
2
, 1

, then
1´ 2
c
2
3
p1´ φq ď βpCq ď
$’&’%
´1` 2
b
2
3
p1` 2φq, if ´ 1
2
ď φ ď 1
4
1, if
1
4
ď φ ď 1.
(b) If βpCq “ β for some β P r´1, 1s, then
3p1` βq2
16
´ 1
2
ď φpCq ď 1´ 3p1´ βq
2
8
.
The bounds are attained.
Proof. Suppose that φpCq “ φ. Then F φp12 , 12q ď Cp12 , 12q ď F φp12 , 12q. From Theorem 9 we
have F φp12 , 12q “ 12
´
1´
b
2
3
p1´ φq
¯
. Since for φ ď 1
4
the point p1
2
, 1
2
q lies in the area ∆4φ we
have F φp12 , 12q “ δ41
2
, 1
2
pφq “ 1
2
b
2
3
p1` 2φq. For φ ě 1
4
we have F φp12 , 12q “ Mp12 , 12q “ 12 . Now,
βpCq “ 4Cp1
2
, 1
2
q ´ 1 gives us point (a). The bounds are attained by copulas Cp 12 , 12 qc2 and C
p 1
2
, 1
2
q
c1 ,
respectively. Next, point (b) is obtained from (a) by inverting the functions. ˝
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In Figure 13 we display the set of all possible pairs pφpCq, βpCqq for a copula C. The
expressions for the bounds of the shaded regions are given in Theorem 11.
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- 1
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Figure 13. Spearman’s footrule vs. Blomqvist’s beta
Theorem 12. Let C be any copula.
(a) If γpCq “ γ for some γ P r´1, 1s, then
´1, if ´ 1 ď γ ď ´1
2
1´ 2
b
2
3
p1´ γq, if ´ 1
2
ď γ ď 1
,/./- ď βpCq ď
$’&’%
´1` 2
b
2
3
p1` γq, if ´ 1 ď γ ď 1
2
1, if
1
2
ď γ ď 1.
(b) If βpCq “ β for some β P r´1, 1s, then
3p1` βq2
8
´ 1 ď γpCq ď 1´ 3p1´ βq
2
8
.
The bounds are attained.
Proof. Suppose that γpCq “ γ. Then Gγp12 , 12q ď Cp12 , 12q ď Gγp12 , 12q. For γ ď 12 the point
p1
2
, 1
2
q lies in the area Ω5γ so we have Gγp12 , 12q “ ω51
2
, 1
2
pγq “ 1
2
b
2
3
p1` γq. For γ ě 1
2
we have
Gγp12 , 12q “Mp12 , 12q “ 12 . Next, Gγp12 , 12q “ 12 ´G´γp12 , 12q “ 12
´
1´
b
2
3
p1´ γq
¯
for γ ě ´1
2
and
Gγp12 , 12q “ 0 otherwise. Now, βpCq “ 4Cp12 , 12q´ 1 gives us point (a). The bounds are attained
by copulas C
p 1
2
, 1
2
q
c2
and C
p 1
2
, 1
2
q
c1 , respectively. Finally, point (b) is obtained from (a) by inverting
the functions. ˝
In Figure 14 we display the set of all possible pairs pγpCq, βpCqq for a copula C. The
expressions for the bounds of the shaded regions are given in Theorem 12.
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Figure 14. Gini’s gamma vs. Blomqvist’s beta
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